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CONCRETE
WITH AN INDUSTRIAL EDGE
AND COOL, SMOOTH LINES,
CONCRETE IS THE NEW
HEAVYWEIGHT OF THE
INTERIORS SCENE. BY
LUISA VOLPATO.
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1. GREAT OUTDOORS SLABSbyDesign specialises in custom-made
polished concrete furniture like this outdoor table with black powdercoated steel base and legs – the perfect centerpiece for a newly renovated
courtyard. From $4,000, slabsbydesign.com.au 2. PRETTY PENDANTS
Hand-painted on the outside (in mint, slate, blush or ice) with a raw
concrete inside, the Finn pendant looks great when hung in odd-numbered
clusters. $99.95, milkandsugar.com.au 3. GREEN THUMB These sturdy
little planters make the perfect display pot for succulents, cacti or air plants.
Or turn them upside down for a sculpture or paperweight. From $17.50,
handmadebymoishop.etsy.com 4. TAILORED TILES Cement floor and wall
tiles are making a comeback thanks to fresh, modern and colourful designs
that capture the essence of traditional craftsmanship. From $130 per m2,
200x200mm, perini.com.au 5. LIGHT WORKS The Tomahawk, Jetplane
and Lovebug lamps contrast a solid cement base with a light and colourful
textured shade. From $229, mayfieldlamps.com.au
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6. TRUE OR FAUX Get the industrial look without the rustic
renovation with the Tilt slab by Kemra – faux-concrete wallpaper that’s
both realistic and durable. $160, miltonandking.com
7. COPPER TONES The iittala Leimu table lamp was inspired by
the striking combination of glass and concrete in modern architecture.
Available in two sizes in copper or grey mouth-blown glass, from
$1,500, anibou.com.au 8. DUTCH DESIGN The Mensch Made
vase toys with the contradiction between culture and nature teaming
concrete with delicate foliage imprints, some of them gold-plated.
$249, thedesigngiftshop.com 9. HOLD ALL With a smooth surface and
solid feel, this tray is the versatile holder for anything from small herb
pots to candles to bits and bobs. Also available in round and black,
from $39, zakkia.com.au
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